
ARATIS experts ahead in FIDIC

    Since 2008 Aratis is experienced in managing projects based on  

FIDIC General Conditions; 

    Using FIDIC offers different project parties a routing to stay out of trouble 

during the different phases of projects; 

    Our clients have experienced more comfort when risks are clearly 

allocated in contract standards which are acceptable internationally for 

both employers and contractors; 

     
Our contract managers and engineers have been able to mitigate risks  

and considerably saving money for their clients; 

     
Which particular conditions are best practice and at the same time are 

recognised by the market as being fair; 

    We help choose the right FIDIC form of contract and contract strategy, 

whether suitable for EPC type projects (Silver Book), Design and Build 

(Yellow Book) or simply a construction contract when employer’s design  

is ready for it (Red Book).

When choose for FIDIC ?
•   FIDIC is developed for construction projects around the world. It does not 

matter if it is small or big, as long as there is an Employer with a plan, money 

and even a design or permit; 

•   The other ingredient is a Contractor who has offered his services and know 

how to get the job done;

•   FIDIC allows you to have a fair set of General Conditions that includes more 

than 60 years of experience of engineers and lawyers. 

Take away/results of working with FIDIC & Aratis: 
•    Experienced knowledge level helps your organisation starting up with FIDIC;

•   Guarantee a good start by FIDIC administration; 

•   FIDIC trainings up to master level and beyond;

•   Possibility of FIDIC learning on the job through excellent consultancy;  

•   Allocation of risks at the right parties;

•   Right apportion of risks between employer and contractor;

•   Contract managers get supported and well trained;

•   Contract management in control and learning on the job; 

•   Internationally contracting is easier to control, learns on the job.

To work successfully with FIDIC every one involved in the projects, should start 

learning FIDIC basic principles untill a certain common level of knowledge is 

achieved.



FIDIC Training (accreditation to follow end 2018)
Interactive trainings on 8 different subjects/levels, covering all project phases. We emphasize on the different 

roles of employer, engineer and contractor.  

FIDIC Consultancy
Aratis’ consultants are trained and experienced in different areas of competence (i.e. Procurement, preparing 

ITT (RFQ), Contract Management, Project Management, Claims Management). We support Employers, 

Engineers and Contractors to implement the FIDIC ‘way of working’ in your projects and organisation.

FIDIC RISK GAME
During this game, practical cases of FIDIC contracts in this Risk Game show in different settings which 

possible risks regarding FIDIC, might occur. Which possibilities/solutions does FIDIC provide itself and if not 

so, how then to mitigate these risks? The Risk Game allows you to experience the FIDIC contract system as 

well as the way to limit risks and how to allocate risks fairly for controlling the contract and optimal contract 

management. 

FIDIC MODULES
Module 1  Introduction in FIDIC principles for 

Employers, Contractors, Engineers  

and legal counsels. FIDIC Red Book  

and Yellow Book are being used for  

the exercises (1 day)

Module 2  FIDIC for Employers, the Project Manager 

role in FIDIC Red and Yellow Book  

(1/2 day)

Module 3  FIDIC for Engineers, Contract Manager 

role in FIDIC Red and Yellow Book  

(1/2 day)

Module 4  Claims Management, aimed on Project 

Manager and Contract Manager roles in 

FIDIC Red and Yellow Book (1/2 day)

Module 5  Comparison between FIDIC Yellow Book 

and UAV-gc 2005  (1/2 day)

Module 6  Masterclass FIDIC (1 day)

Module 7  Introduction in FIDIC Red and  

Yellow Book 2017 (1/2 day)

Module 8 FIDIC Risk game (1/2 day) 

 

Contact for an initial FIDIC workshop:      Aratis – Mrs. Pauline de Bruijn    -    +31 (0)10 742 04 63    -    info@aratis.nl    -   www.aratis.nl

Aratis FIDIC ServicesChoice of FIDIC forms of contract:  
Depending the involvement of  
the Employer
The General Conditions are drafted in such a 

way that they can be used in a wide range of 

project types around the world. The FIDIC books 

are differentiated by the colour of their covers. 

Which Book to choose depends on the contracting 

strategy being contemplated. In summary:

White Book Client/Consultant model agreement

Green Book Short Form of Contract

Red Book Construction

Yellow Book Plant and Design Build

Gold Book Design, Build and Operate Projects

Silver Book EPC/Turnkey Projects

Pink Book  Multilateral Development Bank 

(MDB) Harmonised Conditions  

of Contract 

Most importantly
It is all about knowing the FIDIC General 

Conditions  and defining the right Particular 

Conditions on one hand, but most important 

is knowing when to use them and how to use 

them. About applying the right knowledge of the 

construction processes, techniques and managing 

relations. This is a combination of Contract 

Management, Project Management and  

Line Management. Everyone involved needs  

to know their specific role and responsibilities.


